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Direct digital industrial printing on large vertical surfaces.
Vehicle Art Robo (“VAR”) is a unique full color digital printing system specifically designed to, “digitally paint” 
any graphics directly onto vehicle bodies. VAR employs automated curved surface tracing to print on multiple 
shaped surfaces, from flat surfaces to curved and uneven metal surfaces. VAR Applications include the 
decoration of trucks, trailers, buses, containers and other transit related objects.

A more economical and ecologically 
sustainable way to decorate vs.  
adhesive vinyl
Unlike printing onto expensive adhesive PVC wrap and the 
extensive labor of installation, the RICOH VAR system “digitally 
paints” full color graphics directly to very large flat, curved, and 
corrugated metal surfaces. Unlike PVC wraps that often crack 
and become brittle and hard to remove over time, the VAR 
images closely maintain their original image quality on the 
vehicle surface with an easy to remove ink process being all that 
is required to create a clean vehicle surface to  print – no PVC to 
dispose of.

Technology overview
The RICOH VAR system is similar to a grand format flatbed inkjet 
printer widely used for display graphics and signage, only much 
larger in size and standing vertically to print instead of horizontally. 
The other primary differences are the unique Ricoh inks (“paint”) 
and Ricoh industrial jetting nozzles that enable such demanding 
outdoor durable decoration applications. The VAR system prints 
full color using a highly accurate three-axis control featuring a 
surface tracing system to follow the contours of the surface.

Ricoh Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)



System Component Features

Curved and uneven surface tracing
To ensure quality, the Vehicle Art Robo has a unique curved 
surface tracing system (“CST”) to enable the Z Axis print head 
to surface distance consistency on uneven or curved surfaces at 
jetting distances up to 100mm.  Surfaces with patterns such as 
corrugated or lapped siding may also be traced and transferred 
to the print controller to achieve excellent print quality and 
protection from printhead collisions.

Image stitching and repairs
Joint Picture Management (“JPM”) enables decoration of images 
that are larger than the maximum print size of the system by 
accurately stitching sections of the image both horizontally and 
vertically as needed. The image is first tiled into a number of 
sections using Adobe Photoshop, and the JPM software along 
with proper placement of the surface, joins the edges of the 
image sections with a 250-pixel wide overlap with gradation 
to seamlessly stich the image together. Should the image get 
damaged, the JPM process can enable repairs of only the 
affected area of the image instead of needing to print the entire 
surface again.

To learn more about the VAR System online go to:
www.ricoh-digitalpainting.com/en/products/var/

Proven industrial quality components
Printhead technology and application specific chemistry is key 
to consistent quality and low maintenance. The RICOH VAR 
system uses up to 48 stainless steel Ricoh print heads that are 
custom built for the outdoor colorfast exclusive inks (paints) and 
jetting distances for vertical decorating. The X-Y-Z structure, and 
encoders are engineered for accuracy and long-term production. 
The included printing and controller software is uniquely 
configured to handle the very large images and render fully color 
managed consistent printing.

Convenience Time Saving Cost Saving Eliminate PVC



RICOH Vehicle Art Robo
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

VAR Product Line Models

NNV3.1 Printable Size: 
W3.1m x H2.0m x D200mm
Machine Dimensions:
W4.8m x H3.1m x D1.95m
Weight:
390kg

NNV4.5 Printable Size: 
W4.5m x H3.0m x D200mm
Machine Dimensions:
W6.2m x H4.3m x D2.1m
Weight:
750kg

NNV7.0 Printable Size: 
W7.0m x H3.0m x D200mm
Machine Dimensions:
W8.9m x H4.3m x D2.2m
Weight:
1,100kg

NNV10.0 Printable Size: 
W10.0m x H3.25m x D200mm
Machine Dimensions:
W11.9m x H4.56m x D2.2m
Weight:
1,450kg

NNV13.0 Printable Size: 
W13.0m x H3.25m x D200mm
Machine Dimensions:
W15.0m x H4.56m x D2.2m
Weight:
2,000kg

Clean Surface
(Acetone)

Surface Tracing
Measurement

Direct Digital
Printing

www.ricoh-digitalpainting.com/en/products/var/
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Printing Method       Direct to object printer

Technology       On demand piezo inkjet system
	 	 						Up	to	48	vertically	jetting	printheads

Colors	 	 						Cyan,	Magenta,	Yellow,	Black,	White,	Clear	Coat
	 	 						White	can	be	printed	behind	CMYK	or	independently.

Colorant Type	 						Solvent	pitmented	ink	formulated	specifically	for	use		
	 	 						in	the	VAR	system	and	applications	requireing	extend-	
	 	 						ed	color	gamut	and	extensive	outdoor	durability.

Print Area	 						Height:		Models	ranging	from	0.62meters	-	3.8meters
	 	 						Width:		Models	ranging	from	3.1mters	-	13.0meters*
	 	 						*Joint	Picture	Management	process	with	image	stiching		
	 	 						to	increase	printable	area	beyond	13.0meters.

General Specifications       

Operational       

System Includes	 						Printing	system,	VAR	controller,	print	management		
	 	 						sofware

Customer     		Windows®	10	OS,	PC,	16GB	RAM	minimum.
Supplied	 						Photo	editing	software	such	as:		Adobe®	Photoshop®	 
	 	 						CS	or	CC,	Air	Compressor	with	discharge	rate	>10	liters/	
        min.

Printing Speed	 						Based	on	size	of	H:	3.0m	x	W:	10m	=	30m2
	 	 						48	Printhead	model	@0.4mm	pitch:	250	minutes	 
	 	 						(8	minutes/m2)

Ink Consumption							Typical	full	color	image	estimate;		20ml/m2

Process Steps       


